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Antimicrobial Ergo Laptop Stand
eu.targus.com/products/antimicrobial-ergo-laptop-stand-awe802amgl

Model Number: AWE802AMGL

Features

DefenseGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection is infused into the product for a cleaner

surface, it eliminates and prevents the growth of bacteria on product surfaces and

touchpoints

Three comfortable laptop angles with stand 33.5°, 38°, 42.5°

Hump design to reduce laptop slippage

Folds flat, easy to tidy away or lightweight enough to carry on the move

Keep cables tidy with the cable management loop behind the stand

Frequently Bought Together

https://eu.targus.com/products/antimicrobial-ergo-laptop-stand-awe802amgl
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0075/5302/4066/products/AWE802GL_MAIN1_09d73059-4463-48ad-8c1e-082bbf9da1a1.jpg?v=1619015626
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Overview

Targus® Ergo Laptop Stand infused with Antimicrobial Protection raises your laptop to

eye level, improving posture and comfort whether working from the kitchen table or a

desk in the office.

DefenseGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection

 
A continuous cleaning innovation designed to prevent and eliminate the growth of

bacteria. It delivers a durable, cleaner surface. Proven to protect against germs it won’t

wear off or wash off, it is designed for life. Testing of Targus materials including the JIS Z

2801 standard at independent laboratories has demonstrated 99.9% reduction of

Staphylococcus aureus (Staph Infection) and Escherichia coli (E. coli).  BPR and EPA

compliant, silver antimicrobial agents have been infused into Targus DefenseGuard™

products for all-around protection, neutralising bacterial threats to your product for its

lifetime.

Ergo-Comfort

 
To alleviate neck strain and keep laptop screen at eye level, the simple ergonomic design

can position your laptop at 3 different angles, with the freedom to tilt your laptop screen

to suit.

Folds Flat

 
Super practical, the stand folds flat so you can tidy it away at the end of the working day

or slip it in your bag to carry home with you.

Universal compatibility

 
Suitable for use with any size laptop.

Specifications

Works With

Most 10-14” Screens

Colour

Black

Dimensions

30 x 2 x 25 cm

Weight

0.75 kg

Material

Plastic

Warranty

Limited 2-Year Warranty
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EAN

5051794034783

Country of Origin

Taiwan

 

 


